Introduction An RF cavity structure suitable for use in Cornell's proposed CESR e+e storage ring must satisfy a number of requirements. These are summarized in Table I .
Description of the Cavity
We have developed a parallel coupled structure which satisfies all of these requirements well. Paralle coupled structures have been used previously , but exhibited substantially different properties from the present structure. Fig. 1 shows a perspective view of this structure, and Fig. 2 shows a side sectional view. The principal elements of the structure are fourteen cells, a coaxial coupling line, a waveguide-to-coaxial transition and quarter-wave transformer at one end of the coaxial line, and a notch filter and higher mode load at the other end of the coaxial line. Fig. 1 also shows the water tank in which the structure is housed. Fig. 3 INPUT shows the equivalent circuit of the structure. All cells, shown as R, L, and C, are and TM modes to prevent cavity-induced instabilities Minimize construction costs Avoid transverse gradients in the longitudinal electric field
Unlike previous parallel coupled structuresl in which it was practical to have the cells effectively in shunt with the coupling line, the cells in this structure are effectively in series with the coupling line. As a result, the present structure does not have intrinsic stability against cell tuning errors. The cells behave almost independently, leading to a very poor cell-to-cell phase and amplitude variation with individual cell tuning errors. This problem is solved by using the coupling line to pull the resonant frequency of the structure. Stabilization by frequency pulling can be understood as follows: when the cells are operated at their resonant frequency, their high Q causes the magnitude and phase of their admittance to change rapidly with frequency; when the cells are operated several bandwidths off resonance, the unbalanced L and C dominate the admittance, and the magnitude and phase of the admittance become insensitive to frequency changes. The frequency pulling is controlled by the location of the quarter wave transformer which matches the input line to the structure. The structure frequency can be higher or lower than the cell resonant frequency. By making it higher than the cell resonant frequency, intrinsic thermal stability is achieved.
The notch filter closely approximates a short at the operating frequency. The tuning angle of the structure can be adjusted to compensate for variations in the beam loading by moving the tip of the center conductor of the notch filter parallel to the beam direction. This avoids the need for mechanical tuners in each cell.
Heavy coupling of all important TM0 and TM1 higher modes into the coaxial coupling line is achieved by use of a suitable size and location of the coupling iris, and through use of a pair of protuberances on each cell. The protuberances serve two functions. They control the polarizations of each pair of TM modes so that both polarizations are heavily coupled to the coaxial line. They also compensate for the vertical gradient in the longitudinal accelerating field caused by the presence of the coupling iris. Averaged over any adjacent pair of cells, they yield no net horizontal gradient in the longitudinal accelerating field. Higher modes, which propagate in the coupling line in waveguide as well as coaxial modes, pass the notch filter and are absorbed in the higher mode load. Comparison of the measured coupling strengths oi the higher modes into the coaxial line with theory indicates that all higher modes are sufficiently damped that they will not cause either longitudinal or transverse instabilities. Properties of the higher modes are shown in Table II . Model i ng The behavior of this cavity has been studied numerically using the equivalent circuit shown in Fig.  3 . This is done by assuming a particular current at the notch filter and solving along the coupling line until a value for the input current is found; all currents are then renormalized to unit input current. The validity of the model has been verified by measurements made on S-band models of the structure. The sensitivity of the structure to various errors has been determined using the equivalent circuit and also, where feasible, using the S-band model. The results of this study, and some other parameters, are shown in Table III 
Conclusion
The parallel coupled structure exhibits a number of significant advantages for use in an e+e-storage ring. Most important among these are its strong cell coupling, single passband mode, insensitivity to individual cel.l tuning errors, simple means for dynamic mechanical tuning, simple means for adequately damping all higher modes, intrinsic thermal stability, and good cooling of all RF surfaces. The RF properties of the structure, studied using the model described, are in excellent agreement with S-band measurements. Construction of a 500 MHz prototype cavity is almost completed, and high power testing will begin in the near future.
